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Abstract—The dissemination and utilization of archaeological 

material by means of digital photos and drawings compel their 
evaluation into a static format. This contradicts with the nature of 
analyzing the material culture since the human-material 
interaction based on visual assessment constitutes the initial step 
in forming reliable interpretations. This work investigates the 
application of some enhancement methods using reflectance 
transformation imaging for the visualization of material culture. 

Keywords—Reflectance transformation imaging, light dome, 
ambient light elimination, multiplexed illumination, material 
culture, archaeology. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Reflectance Transformation Imaging (RTI) is a 

computational photography technique that uses individually-
lit multiple light sources to record an object/scene by 
acquiring a digital image per light source from a static camera 
position. The combined image set is then used to an estimated 
normal map, which is the backbone of the so-called 
“transformation”(visual enhancement) step. 

Ever since its introduction to the scientific world [1], RTI 
has had a strong impact on a variety of disciplines. Due to its 
visualization capability to investigate subtle surface details of 
an object in a non-contact and non-destructive manner, it is 
particularly suited to archaeology and cultural heritage. 

In RTI, instead of defining an image as an array of RGB 
values, a function is fitted to each pixel. Among the available 
fitting methods, the bi-quadratic polynomial in polynomial 
texture maps (PTM) and Legendre Polynomials in 
hemispherical harmonics (HSH) are the most common 
methods. The advantage of such an approximation is the 
enablement of a “digital image” to be rendered in real-time by 
altering the position of a virtual light source. 

 In this paper, the use of RTI will be exemplified by using 
different practical enhancement methods on a selection of 
material culture; namely two pottery sherds and a rock 
monument. Additionally, multiplexed illumination using a 
light dome will be shown and discussed. 

II. CONSTRUCTING A LOW-COST LIGHT DOME 
 A low-cost light dome was built in 2016 at Stuttgart Media 
University (Hochschule der Medien) by the authors of these 
lines. The light dome is of plexiglass and has a diameter of 
1m., which was sprayed inside with a matte black paint to 
provide a dark and diffuse inner surface. The dome contains 
252 RGB LEDs that were spectrally measured with a 
spectroradiometer prior to their installment inside the dome. 

 Contrary to the common method of placing the LEDs with 
an equal distance to one another, they were distributed 
randomly in order to observe the arbitrariness of the light 
sampling in reflectance imaging. However, the resolution was 
kept high with 252 light sources in order to compensate this 
arbitrariness. 

 The whole system is automated and controlled via an 
Arduino Uno board and a non-GUI program written in Java 
programming language. The system allows the integration of 
any digital camera, however, in this work a basic DSLR 
camera was preferred to keep the costs low. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Left: The light dome used in this work. Right: The projection of LEDs 
on the reflective sphere. 

 
The position of light sources within the dome were 

obtained using the highlight-based light detection approach 
[2]. In this method, a reflective sphere is used to detect the 
highlights occurring on the sphere’s surface, thus providing 
spatial information of the light sources (Fig.2.).  

Prior to acquisition of the reflective sphere for highlight 
detection, a mirror was placed directly under the camera to 
make it parallel to the bas (the same idea was applied to record 
objects). The LEDs were activated in their green channel in 
order to reduce chromatic aberration [3], and a full RTI 
acquisition was carried out. The resulting light position file 
(LP) was used throughout the work. 

Digital images are distorted by nature due to optical 
phenomena occurring in digital cameras. In this work, a non-
metric was used, no calibration or rectification were applied 
to correct the lens distortion. This downfall was tried to be 
compensated by roughly aligning the center of the image and 
the reflective sphere together by fitting them inside the center 
of the image frame (Fig.2. Left). 

Freely available software; RTI Builder v.2.0.2 and RTI 
Viewer v.1.1 [4] were used as our main software, and only the 
specular enhancement method was used in the visual analyses.  



 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 2. Left: A detail image showing the rough alignment of the image center 
with the center of the sphere. Right: Green channel used for capturing the 
sphere to detect lighting positions. 

III. ANALYZING POTTERY SHERDS WITH RTI 
Pottery as material culture holds a significant role in 

reconstructing past societies, and it is one of the most common 
artefact type encountered in archaeological excavations or 
surveys. The surface properties of pottery as well as the 
structure and inclusions in the clay form the two main 
components in their classification and analyses. 

The common method of analyzing pottery sherds is based 
on visual assessment (mostly on-site), and it is mainly up to 
the observer to point out the important aspects. A selection of 
significant fragments are then photographed under undefined 
lighting conditions, and hand drawn for documentation and 
publication. These subjective inferences mainly form the basis 
of retrieved pottery sherds during archaeological research. 

 In this study, it was intended to test the use of a low-cost 
light dome for digital documentation as well as relighting-
based inspection using RTI on a small dataset of Bronze Age 
pottery sherds acquired from a rescue excavation located in 
Mintraching (Bavaria), Germany. Among a variety of pottery 
fragments, only two were selected to exemplify their 
visualization with RTI. 

 
Fig. 3. The two pottery fragments exemplified in this study. Both are 
illuminated with one LED using our light dome. Left: Pottery sherd bearing 
impressed patterns. Right: Pottery sherd with incisions. 

 The intentional selection of these two sherds is grounded 
on the fact that they carry incisions or impressions on their 
surface, which makes them interesting to analyze for visual 
inspection. The first example (Fig. 3. Left) is a pottery sherd 
with four impressions applied on its surface. These may have 
been done either with fingers or with the help of a tool by 
pressing against the surface of the clay whilst it was still wet. 
The second example (Fig. 3. Right) is a rim fragment and is 
richer in decoration as it bears incisions of different kinds on 
its surface as well as on the rim itself. 

The RTI capture and post-processing of the dataset for 
each pottery fragment took approximately 20 minutes. The 
fitting was done using HSH, and the same LP file was used 
throughout the process as mentioned in the previous chapter. 
The results of the impressed pottery fragment showed no 

traces of finger print, which confirms that the patterns were 
created with the help of an object, or at least, not with bare 
fingers. Similarly, the incisions on the second piece (Fig. 3. 
Right) became more visible and apprehensible as opposed to 
single images. 

Apart from man-made surface characteristics found on the 
pottery sherds, it is vital to understand the inclusions of the 
clay as well. The observation made during the RTI 
visualization was that, inclusions such as lime and mica 
became more clear. Especially in certain parts of the pottery, 
it was possible to track their density and overall distribution; 
a property which is not always procurable using images with 
(undefined/random) static lighting. This was especially 
apparent with the 3rd order-HSH, which holds 16 coefficients 
for the polynomial fitting, and as a result, preserves the 
highlights better compared to other lower degree polynomials  
(for a comparison see Fig. 5. Right).  

IV. THE ELIMINATION OF AMBIENT LIGHT IN RTI 
Free-form RTI is the method of sampling light sources 

from arbitrary spatial positions. Unlike the dome-method (or 
similar techniques with pre-defined light positions), it is the 
only applicable method for objects that are immovable or may 
not be placed inside a light dome. In order to be able to capture 
such material culture, a common solution has been the use of 
a digital camera standing on a tripod that is set parallel to the 
object/scene, and a manually positioned and controlled light 
source that is illuminated over the hemisphere surrounding the 
object/scene of interest. 

Free-form RTI offers the possibility of capturing objects 
regardless of their location and size, provided that the 
acquisition campaign is arranged accordingly. Although it is a 
flexible solution, it is not problem-free due its manual 
implementation. One of the prevalent problems is the existing 
ambient light illuminating the object, both in enclosed spaces 
or outdoor environments. The general tendency has been to 
record such objects at night [6], which can be challenging or 
even dangerous and would require special administration and 
execution. 

In this work, a rock monument located on a natural rock 
outcrop sitting on the edge of a sharp cliff that is accessed 
through a steep hill was recorded to exemplify the light 
subtraction method in rugged outdoor conditions. The RTI 
recording of such a monument would not be possible at night, 
or at least, it would require special equipment, extra effort and 
among all would exhibit a real danger due to its location. In 
order to clear such limitations, the elimination of ambient light 
was applied as a solution. 

A similar  approach has been practiced in photometric 
stereo [5] in order to document some inscriptions at 
Parthenon, and influenced its use in this work. The method is 
dependent on a subtraction process: two successive images are 
taken of the object. In the first image, the object is illuminated 
by an external (handheld) light source, and in the second one 
no external light is used – only the natural (ambient) light is 
present. In the post-processing step, the second image is 
subtracted from the initial one. This allows the elimination of 
ambient light and the difference image resembles as if it was 
illuminated at night or in a dark environment with an external 
single light source (Fig. 6. Top Right).  



 
Fig. 4. Upper left: Pottery sherd illuminated with a single light source (ground truth). Upper right: RTI visualization in 2nd order HSH. Bottom row: Impressions 
shown in detail using the specular enhancement. 

 
Fig. 5. The comparison of reflective inclusions in the paste (mica) with HSH-2nd order (left) and 3rd order (right) fitting. 

 
Fig. 6. Top row, left to right: (a) Rock monument recorded with a flash light, (b) without a flash light, (c). Bottom row left: RTI visualization derived from 
original images. Right: RTI visualization derived from subtracted images



The images taken with an external light source carried an 
odd number (being the first image), and the ones without an 
even number. This idea led the post-processing to be faster 
during the image subtraction step as it was possible to 
automate it using macros. In this work, the freely available 
scientific imaging software ImageJ was used for the image 
subtraction step. After acquiring the results, both dataset were 
processed separately for the RTI visualization. 

The comparison of estimated normal maps generated from 
both dataset clearly shows the impact of ambient light on the 
final result (Fig. 7.). The overall purplish/blue representation 
(the vectors pointing to the viewer direction) in the normal 
map with ambient light (Fig. 8 Left) was enhanced, and the 
directionalities of pixels, and consequently the surface 
geometry, became visually more evident (Fig. 7. Right). As a 
result of this, reflectance transformation was also improved 
and the details on the object are more emphasized compared 
to the first method (Fig 6. Bottom Row). However, it should 
be noted that, in free-form RTI, the quality of the normal map 
is dependent on many factors. In this example, the location, 
available space for the image acquisition as well as the size of 
the object put limitations on the final quality.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. Estimated normal maps. Left: Estimated normal map with ambient 
light Right: Estimated normal map without ambient light. 

V. MULTIPLEXED ILLUMINATION 
 The theory of multiplexed illumination (MI) was 
introduced [7] to enhance the quality of digital images by 
activating multiple light sources simultaneously based on 
specific binary patterns. In the traditional approach in 
computational photography or computer vision, a scene is 
illuminated by a single light source to obtain the reflectance 
values. However, problems such as low efficiency of light 
power, self-occluding areas, poor angular sampling of 
illumination areas, increased dynamic range or a need for 
longer exposure times may occur [7]. 

MI has been implemented to overcome such problems by 
exploiting the radiation deriving from multiple light sources, 
thus increasing the overall irradiance falling on the object. The 
main advantage of MI is that the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) 
is improved by √n/2, and the exposure times are also 
shortened by the same factor [7]. The special light patterns in 
MI are based on the so-called S-matrices, which are then 
demultiplexed (reconstructed) by applying the corresponding 
inverse S-matrices. 

A. The S-Matrix 
 An S-matrix is a square matrix which is derived from a 
Hadamard Matrix. This is a special matrix, whose values 
consist of -1 or +1. In binary terms, the values can be 
represented as 0s (lights off) or 1s (lights on). 

The first row and column of an S-matrix based on 
Hadamard patterns is comprised only of 1s. Since having all 
the lights on is not relevant, the first row and column is 
cropped out in order to get the resulting n x n matrix, in which 
n becomes an odd number. For instance, when we remove the 
first row and the column of S(2!), the resulting matrix would 
become S(2! − 1), forming a 7x7 matrix as shown in Eq. 1. 
By doing so, an S-matrix is created in the form that each row 
and column holds (2n/2)-1 number of  0s, and (2n/2) number 
of 1s.  

          S(23-1) = 

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡
1 0 1 0 1 0 1
0 1 1 0 0 1 1
1 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 1 0 1 0
0 1 1 1 1 0 0
1 1 0 1 0 0 1⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

                     (1) 

B. The Inverse S-Matrix 

 After acquiring a set of images with MI, an inverse S-
matrix has to be applied for the demultiplexing step. The 
equation for demultiplexing for an inverse S-matrix of the 
form S-1(2n-1) is: 

         I = [S]-1 [N]                               (2) 

where I is the set of de-multiplexed images, S being the S-
matrix, and N is the number of MI measurements. 

 

Fig. 8: The reflective sphere captured by three subsequent LEDs in the light 
dome (Note the color variation due to different spectral properties of each 
LED). 

C. Multiplexed Illumination Using The Light Dome 

 Schechner’s suggestion of the special case of 
“Multiplexed Lighting using three light sources” [7] has been 
applied in this work as a starting point. If a scene is illuminated 
individually by three light sources, the measurement matrix 
would be: 



                   '
ı!̂
ı̂"
ı̂#
* = 	 '

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

* '	
a!
a"
a#
*              (3) 

where a"#! are the acquired measurements, and		ı"̂#! denotes 
the estimated image irradiance under single light sources.  

To illuminate the scene again with three light sources, 
however, this time by activating a combination of two of them 
simultaneously in three consecutive acquisitions, the 
following measurement matrix would apply: 

               			-
a",%
a%,!
a",!

. = 	 -
1 1 0
0 1 1
1 0 1

. -	
i"
i%
i!
.              (4) 

In the first case, 1/3 of the total light sources, and in the 
second case 2/3 of the light sources are exploited. Illuminating 
the scene by two light sources results in increased irradiance 
(Fig. 9.), and as a surplus provides the advantage of reduced 
gain (or ISO values) as well as shortened exposure time during 
the capturing process.  

 
Fig. 9: Reflective sphere illuminated with the measurement matrix as shown 
in Equation 3. Top Left: Light sources 1 and 2. Top Right: Light sources 2 
and 3. Bottom: Light sources 1 and 3. 

 In order to reconstruct the illumination of a single light 
source from acquired MI, a demultiplexing (reconstruction) 
step has to be performed. This is achieved by using the inverse 
of the S-Matrix. In the case of S(2% − 1), images are decoded 
by applying the inverse of it; S#"(	2% − 1): 

																											'
ı̂!
ı"̂
ı#̂
* = 	1/2 '

   1 -1  1
   1  1 -1
		-1  1  1

* '	
a!
a"
a#
*                       (5)                                

  

 
Fig. 10: Left. Comparison of the ground truth image illuminated with a single 
LED (as seen in Fig. 8. Top Left). Right. Demultiplexed result. Please note 
the badly recovered specular reflection on the left demultiplexed image due 
to the close proximity of the light sources to each other, and their intersecting 
specular highlights. 

 The minimum number ofn to generate an S-matrix is 2. 
When n = 3, the new matrix would then compose a 7x7 square 
matrix (Eq. 1.), as demonstrated in the previous chapter. In 
this work, the results of n=3 have been put forward and 
exemplified on the pottery sherd. 

Four light sources were illuminated at the same time in 
seven different patterns to perform multiplexed illumination 
using the light dome. Since the light dome is a hemisphere, it 
had the advantage of  choosing any kind of directionality for 
the light sources, and different illumination sources were 
experimented. Only the results of the first 7 light sources, 
which are the lowermost LEDs inside the dome, has been put 
forward. 

After acquiring the respective images, they were 
demultiplexed in a similar fashion described above. The use 
of MI added more ambient light to the scene, the shadowed 
parts became more apparent, and the acquisition time were 
practically shortened. On the contrary, demultiplexed results, 
in our tests, reduced the overall brightness. Additionally, less 
emphasis were observed on the reflective components on the 
object (Fig. 12.). The demultiplexing step was also time 
consuming, and the gained time from short exposure time 
during the acquisition step were given back in this step.  

CONCLUSIONS  
Analyzing pottery sherds using RTI has resulted in better 

visual accuracy and objective evaluation of the surface 
properties as well as inclusions in the paste. Our tests have 
exemplified that the use of RTI in recording and analyzing 
pottery sherds can enhance the interpretation process. 
Especially for the analyses of clay inclusions, it can provide 
an overall idea, and a rough percentage of some specific 
components given the fact that the original material is not 
physically accessible. This does not signify, however, that 
solid arguments based only on RTI should be made to 
understand the properties of the paste; instead it should be a 
supportive add-on for analyses. Additionally, the relatively 
short acquisition and post-processing time indicates that such 
a framework can be established at excavations for on-site 
investigation as well as for publishing the material digitally on 
online platforms. 

The elimination of ambient light in reflectance imaging 
significantly enhanced the resulting normal map. It allowed 
the details to become more apparent. According to our results 
and experience, it is suggested that ambient light elimination 
should be the preferred method for the analysis of immovable 
material culture, especially if they are exposed to any sort of 
ambient light. 

The application of MI using the light dome was intended 
as an initial experiment to observe its potential on RTI. It has 
been observed that, demultiplexing the images is not a fast 
solution. The time that was saved with shorter exposure times 
returned back during the reconstruction step. Additionally, the 
compressed dynamic creates the same effect as if the scene 
had an existing ambient light. As our study showed in the case 
of the rock monument, the estimated normal map holds more 
information with increased dynamic range. In can only be 
concluded that, further research needs to be carried out to 
evaluate the suitability of multiplexed illumination in RTI. 
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Fig. 11. Upper Left: Image with a single light source. Upper right: Image with multiplexed illumination. Bottom: Demultiplexed image. All the images have 
been enhanced with the same factor for visual clarity in the publication. 

 
Fig. 12. An in-detail comparison of the highlighted area in Fig. 11. The   loss of highlights in the inclusions of clay is to be noted. All the images have been 
enhanced with the same factor for visual clarity in the publication.
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